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In a land ravaged by nearly incomprehensible hatreds, a man came with a backpack and a guitar.

His goal was to sing a peace concert in Bosnia. What he would find was an extraordinary secret

waiting to be revealed. James Twyman, a traveling troubadour, would risk his life to sing prayers of

peace. But with the violence of Bosnia raging all around him, he made a journey to a secluded

mountainous area. There he met a mystical community known as the Emissaries of Light, a secret

society said to have existed for thousands of years, dedicated to the eternal flame of peace and the

banishment of fear and mistrust from the world. The first outsider invited to observe the Emissaries'

extraordinary meditations and their powerful effects, Twyman is plunged into an experience of

revelation that changes him forever and inspires him to share this new vision for the world. As the

Emissaries teach him their lessons, the simple man with the guitar learns an important truth: Despite

war, cruelty, loneliness, and fear, peace is not just a dream, it is a powerful reality that already exists

within all our souls. Peace is, in fact, our destiny.
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"Shows us that we all have the power to create peace and change in the world. . .Â . We are all

'Emissaries of Light.'"Â  &#151;Marianne Williamson, author,Â  Return to Love"James Twyman's



words are a gift to all who seek a higher way. Your soul has placed your hand upon this book. Now

let its message into your heart and mind."Â  &#151;Neale Donald Walsch, author, Conversations

with God"A remarkable story . . . profound in its simplicity. And it just may change your life."Â 

&#151;The New England Shaman"Fortunately for all of us, another voice with a clear message that

something wonderful is coming is certainly evident in James F. Twyman's Emissary of Light. It is a

fast and fascinating read, I recommend it highly. Pay very close attention, for you will find yourself in

this work."Â  &#151;Albert Clayton Gaulden, author, Clearing for the Millennium"It is often said that

truth is stranger than fiction. Emissary of Light is mind-boggling because it recounts the true story of

James Twyman's real-life adventure. I highly recommend it because it contains palatable

'Seedthoughts of Enlightenment,' a veritable banquet of easy-to-read and -digest information that

we all need."Â  &#151;Barbara Hoberman Levine, author, Your Body Believes Every Word You Say

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

This book is so excellent. It s a feel good book. Also puts your mind into a higher state of

Consciousness.I would recommend any book James Twyman writes. He is very much aligned to

source and the higher realms.NamasteJames

It's one of a kind, and I recommend it everyone that already knows about A course in a miracles. It's

true story about A course in a miracles is preaching. I can say is a "Short Course" . All is about

truth-real.I love it, and reread it a few times and more and more I understand it better.

Excellent reading with a high vibration energy.blessing to james and experiences.

I read this book years ago and wanted to re read it and I do learn neat things from it.

Love the book, I bought it over ten years ago and now I'm gifting it to another and I like this updated

version of it as well. Great information.

EMISSARY OF LIGHT by James F. Twyman shines brighter than the sun. This is an action packed

true story about Twyman's invitation to perform a peace concert in war torn Bosnia during the late

1990s. He is completely transparent about sharing his raw fear, his excitement in being led to meet

a hidden ancient small community of people known as the Emissaries of Light, the invitation to learn

from them how to change fear into unconditional love in order to help bring about world peace. We



are humbled to be able to witness the spiritual maturation of Twyman and his own peace ministry as

a peace troubadour and a teacher of peace. We are humbled and privileged as we watch him walk

his edge in courage, love and humility. Fear induces a heavy burden of paralysis, revenge and hate

for the unknown in most people. If you read this book, it means that you were led to it by your

Higher Self, your Soul. Go with your Soul and shed your own burdens. Read this book NOW!!

Loved the book. It is an easy read and very interesting.

Very interesting & enlightening book
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